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Let G = (V, A) be a digraph with a root r, and suppose that each arc a of G has integers b(a) 
and b’(a) with b’(a)* b(a)aO. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of k r-arborescences in G such that they cover each arc a at least b(a) and at most 
b’(a) times and each of them contains exactly one arc leaving r. 
The main result of this paper contains as special cases a number of packing and covering 
theorems concerning arborescences. 
Let G = (V, A) be a finite digraph with vertex set V and arc set A such that 
each arc has its tail and head in V. Parallel arcs are allowed, but loops are not. 
An arc with tail u and head v is denoted by (u, v). 
We write 3 = V\S for S z V and V\v = V\(v) for Y E V. 
For S E V and B GA, let D;(S) denote the set of arcs of B with their heads in 
S and tails in s, d;(S) = ID;(S)1 and Slf = {v ES: D;(V) rl Di(S) # 0). When 
B =A, these are abbreviated to D-(S), d-(S) and S*, respectively. Similarly 
define D:(S) and d,+(S). 
A vertex r E V is called a (graphical) source of G = (V, A) if d-(r) = 0. 
An arborescence rooted at r (briefly r-arborescence) is a spanning tree directed 
in such a way that each vertex TV # r has one arc entering it. 
We say that an arc subset B of G = (V, A) is covered by arborescences 
T,, * * * 9 Tk if every arc of B is in at least one K. 
If f is a rational function defined on A and B GA, we write f(B) = Eaeef(a), 
and set f(0) = 0. 
Packing and covering problems concerning arborescences have been investig- 
ated by several authors, and a number of papers on this and related subjects have 
appeared, see for example the references at the end of this paper. 
In this paper we consider a general problem of covering digraphs with 
arborescences, in which both lower and upper bounds are imposed on the number 
of covering times for each arc, and give a generalization and unification of 
packing and covering theorems concerning arborescences. 
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The first packing result of this type was achieved by Edmonds. 
Theorem 1 [3]. Let r be a specified vertex of a digraph G = (V, A). Then G 
contains k arc-disjoint r-arborescences iff 
VB#SsV\r, d-(S) 2 k. (1) 
An elegant proof of the theorem was given by Lov&z [7]. 
The following covering analogue is due to Vidyasankar. 
Theorem 2 [9]. A digraph G = (V, A) with source r has k r-arborescences 
covering A ifl 
(i) Vu E V\r, d -(v) s k, and 
(ii) V0 # S c V\r, 2 [k -d-(v)] 2 k -d-(S). 
ves* 
The main result of this paper is 
Theorem 3. Let G = (V, A) be a digraph with source r and suppose that each arc a 
of G has two associated integers b(a) and b’(a) with b’(a) 2 b(a) 2 0. Then G 
contains k (not necessarily distinct) r-arborescences covering each arc a at least 
b(a) and at most b’(a) times, each of them containing exactly one arc leaving r, if 
and only if 
(i) Vu E V\r, b@-(v)) s k, (2) 
(ii) V0 # S c V\r, zs min{k - b(D-(v)\D-(S)), b’(D-(v) n D-(S))} 3 k, 
(3) 
and 
(iii) for any (nonempty) family F of disjoint nonempty subsets of V\r, 
s?. [k - zs min{k - b(D-(v)\D-(S)) - b(D-(v) n D+(r)), 
b’(L)-(v) rl D-(S)\D’(r))}] + b(D+(r)\D-(gr S)) 
d k. 
In order to prove the theorem we need the following 
(4 
Lemma. A digraph G = (V, A) with a specified vertex r has k arc-disjoint 
r-arborescences, each having exactly one arc leaving r, iff (i) G has k arc-disjoint 
r-arborescences, and (ii) for each collection of t disjoint nonempty subsets 
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VI, * . . , V, of V\r we have 
where A’ = A\D+(r). 
Proof of the lemma. The necessity is trivial. To see the sufficiency, delete arcs 
from D+(r) as long as there exist k arc-disjoint r-arborescences (note that 
deleting arcs from D’(r) does not violate condition (5)). If finally d’(r) = k, then 
each of these r-arborescences automatically has exactly one arc leaving r. If 
d+(r) > k, then for every arc a in D’(r) there exists a set X, such that a E D-(X,) 
and d-(X,) = k. By the usual uncrossing techniques this yields sets VI, . . . , V, 
such that d-(K) = k for i = 1, . . . , t and every arc leaving r enters exactly one of 
the &. Hence 
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i: d,,(v) = kt - d+(r) < kt - k = k(t - l), 
i=l 
contradicting (5). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Obviously, condition (2) is necessary, so we may assume 
that it holds. Make an auxiliary digraph H = (U, B) as follows. Let H have vertex 
set U = V U {v’: v E V\r} (where the v’ are new vertices), and let it have arc 
set B: 
b(a) parallel arcs (u, v) 
b’(a)-b(a) parallel arcs (u, v’) I 
if a = (u, v) is an arc of G, 
k-b(D-(v)) parallel arcs (v’, v) 
k parallel arcs (v, v’) > 
for every v E V \ r. 
Then it is easy to see that G has k r-arborescences covering any arc a at least 
b(u) and at most b’(u) times, each of them containing exactly one arc leaving r, 
iff H has k arc-disjoint r-arborescences, each of which has exactly one arc 
leaving r. 
By Theorem 1 and Lemma, to complete the proof it suffices to show that (3) 
and (4) are equivalent to (1) and (5) with respect to H, respectively. 
(l)+(3). For any 0#Ss V\r 
T = S U {v’: v ES, b’(D,(v) n DA(S)) s k - b(DJv)\DJS))}. 
Then 
z. min{k - b(DA(v)\DA(S)), b’(DZ(u) r-r DA(S))) 
= UzT I&(U) n D,(T)( = d,(T) 2 k. 
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(3)+ (1). For any 8# T c U\r, put S = V fl T. If S = 8, then d&T) 2 k since 
D,(T) has at least k parallel arcs (v, v’) for 2r’ E T. If S # 0, then 
G(T) = c W(u) n &(T)I 
UET 
3 c min{k - b(DA(v)\DA(S)), b’(D,(v) fl DA(S))} 
Vd 
a k. 
(4)+(5). Let T,, . . . , Y& be disjoint nonempty subsets of U\r. Set Si = V fl K, 
i=l,... , t. If Si = 0, then d&(T) 3 k ( recall B’ = B \Di(r)). Assuming Si f 0, 
i=l,..., s, and&=@, i=s+l,. . .,t, then 
E$l &Ui) 2 t$l UTT P&(u) n ~WJl+ k0 -s) 
3 $I zs, min{k - b(D,(V)\Di(&)) - W,(v) n D:(r)), 
~‘(D,(zJ) n D,(Si)\DA+(T))} + k(t -s) 
a k(t - 1). 
The last inequality follows from the fact that 
b’(D,(v) fI D,(Si)\D,‘(r))} 2 k(s - I), 
which follows from (4). 
(5)+ (4). For any nonempty family F of disjoint nonempty subsets &, . . . , St 
of V\r, set 
T = Si U (21’: V E Si, b’(D,(V) n D,(Si)\D:(r)) 6 
k - b(DA(V)\DA(&)) - b(Di(v) n DA+(r))), 
i=l,...,t, and 
T,+, = V\ ({rl ,G si). 
If T,,, = 0, then b(D,+(r)\DA(U:=l S,)) = 0 and 
z$ “Ts.min{k - b(DA(V)\DA(Si)) - WXv) n X(r)), 
b’@,(v) n Dl(si)\DA+(r))l 
= r; di,( ZJ z= k(t - l), 
which yields (4). 
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If T,,, z 0, then b(~,+(r)\Di(Ui=, &)) = b(Dii(T,+d nD:(r)) and 
b’(D,(v) n DA(Si)\DA+(r))} + k -b(Dl(T,+,) ‘D:(r)) 
t+1 
2 c &,(ZJ 2 kt, 
i=l 
implying (4). Cl 
By assigning various values to b and b’, we can obtain a number of packing and 
covering theorems concerning arborescences as special &es of Theorem 3. 
Corollary 1 [l, 21. Let h and h’ be two integer functions defined on U with 
h’ 2 h > 0. A digraph H = (17, B) has k arc-disjoint arborescences satisfying the 
condition that, for each vertex v E U, the number of the arborescences rooted at v 
lies between h(v) and h’(v) iff 
(i) for every 0 # S E U, 
and 
h’(S) + d;(S) 5 k (6) 
(ii) for every family F (possibly empty) of disjoint nonempty subsets of U, 
(7) 
Proof. Construct an auxiliary digraph G = (V, A) from H by adding a source r to 
H and an arc (r, u) for each u E U. Set 
h(u) W=[o if a = (r, u), ifaEB; 
h’(u) 
br(a)=I1 
if a = (r, u), 
if a E B. 
Obviously, H has k required arborescences iff G contains k r-arborescences 
covering each arc a of G at least b(a) and at most b’(a) times and having exactly 
one arc leaving r each. 
Necessity. For any 0 f S c U, it follows from (3) that 
k s vzSmin{k - b(DA(v)\Di(S)), b’(D,(v) n D;(S))} 
= zs Minsk, h’(v) + I&(v) n WW 
d h’(S) + d,(S), 
yielding (6). 
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For any nonempty family F of disjoint nonempty subsets of U, using (4), we 
obtain 
i.e. (7) holds if F is nonempty. 
By taking F = {{u}} for u E II, (4) yields 
k 5 k - {k - l@,(u) n DA+(r))} + b(DA+(r)\DJu)) 
= l@,+(r)) = h(U), 
which shows (7) to be true for F being empty. 
Suficiency. F being empty, (7) becomes h(U) d k, from which one deduces 
that for every v E U 
b@,(v)) = h(v) Sk, 
that is, (2) holds. 
ForanyOZSEU, 
zS min{k - ~(DA(~J)\DA(S)), b’@,(v) n DX))) 
= zS min{k, k’(u) + I&Xv) n KX~)l~ 
2 min{k, h’(S) + d,(S)}, 
from which (3) follows by using (6). 
Let F be any nonempty family of disjoint nonempty subsets of U. Consider any 
S E F. If for every v E S 
k -h(v) z ID-(v) n D-(S)l, 
then 
k - c min{k - b(DA(v)\DA(S)) - b(D,(v) n D:(r)), 
IJES 
= k - c ID;(v) r3 Djj(S)I 
ves 
= k - d,(S). (8) 
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If there is some u E S such that 
k -h(u) 6 ]D;(u) n D,(S)], 
then, by h(v) < k for every v E U, 
k - c min{k - b(D,(v)\D,(S)) - b(D,(v) II D:(r)), 
vas 
b’(D,(tJ) fl D,(S)W(r))] 
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= k - c min{k -h(v), ID;(v) fl D;(S)I} 
tJES 
Sk-(k-h(u)) 
= h(u). (9) 
Combining (7), (8) and (9), we get (4). The proof is complete. Cl 
A family F of subsets of U is called laminar if any two members of F are either 
disjoint or else one contains the other. 
Corollary 2 [5]. The arcs of a digruph H = (17, B) can be covered by k 
arborescences (possibly rooted at different vertices) iff 
k(]U]-l-t+d)ae, (10) 
for every luminur family F = {S,, . . . , S,} with each arc entering at most one 
member of F, where e, is the number of arcs not entering any member of F and d 
denotes the maximum number of members containing any vertex. 
Proof. Let 
and 
G = (V, A) be constructed as in the proof of Corollary 1. Set b’ = k 
1 ifuEB 
b(u) = (0 otherwi)se. 
It is easy to verify that, for this special case, Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Theorem 3 become 
(i)’ d;(v) < k for every v E U, 
(ii)’ EVES d;(v) - d,(S) s k(]S] - 1) for any 0# S E U and 
(iii)’ CM [L~fi d;(v) - d,(S)] <k&r IS:] - m + 1) for any nonempty 
family F = {S,, . . . , S,} of disjoint nonempty subsets of U. 
Clearly, B can be covered by k arborescences of H iff G contains k r- 
arborescences covering B and having exactly one arc leaving r each. 
Necessity. Decompose the family F = {S,, . . . , S,} into d subfamilies F,, 
6, . . . > Fd such that each consists of disjoint members and Fd consists of all the 
minimal members of F. Let mj denote the cardinality of Z$. Then, by (iii)‘, 
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i=l,. . . , d - 1, and by (ii)‘, 
~~[~sd,(v)-d,(S)]sk(~~ISI-m,). 
Set 
For each II E W, by (i)’ , 
d,(v) 6 k. 
Therefore, by using the above inequalities, we obtain 
et= x di(v)+dgl c [ 2 d,(v)-d,(S)] 
VSW i=l SEF, ueS5 
+ sTF [uTs G(v) - d,(S)] 
d 
sk(JUI-l-t+d). 
Sufficiency. For any IJ E U, let F = {{u}: u E U\v}. Then d = 1, t = (U( - 1 
and, by (lo), 
d;(v)=e,sk(lUI-l-(IUI-l)+l), 
i.e. (i)’ holds. 
For any 0 # S E U, take F = {S} U {{u}: ueU\S}. Thend=l, t=lUl-ISI+ 
1 and 
zs G(v) - G(S) = e, < k(lUl - 1 - (IV1 - ISI + 1) + 1) 
= WI - I), 
yielding (ii) ’ . 
For any nonempty family F of m disjoint nonempty subsets of U, set 
Then 
ds2,t=IUI--z IS;l+m 
SEF 
and 
c [ x G(b) -G(S)] = et 
SEF veS; 
+W-(WI-,,,,,.,)+2) 
=k s~FIWm+l ( ) , 
which shows that (iii)’ is true. The corollary is proved. Cl 
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Corollary 3. Let G, b and b’ be given as in Theorem 3. Then G contains k 
r-arborescences covering each arc a of G at least b(a) and at most b’(a) times iff 
(2) and (3) hold. 
Proof. Construct a new digraph H = (U, B) from G by adding a new source r’ to 
G and an arc (r’, r). Extend b and b’ to (r’, r) by defining b((r’, r)) = 
b’((r’, r)) = k. For the extended H, b and b’, we show that (3) implies (4). 
Indeed, it follows from (3) that for any B # S c V, 
k - 2 min{k - b(D,(v)\D&S)) - b(D,(v) fl Dj!j(r’)), 
ves 
b’@,(v) n D;(S)\Di(r’))} 
s b’(D;(S) n II:(r 
which yields (4) by using b’(DA(r’)) = k. 
It is easy to see that (2) for v = r and (3) for r E S c V hold. This concludes the 
proof. 0 
Corollary 4. Let G = (V, A) be a digraph with source r and B a subset of A. Then 
G has k r-arborescences covering B iff 
(i) d,(v) < k for any v E V\r and 
(ii) C,,S:, d&v) - d;(S) c k(lS:l - 1) for any 0#S c V\r. 
Proof. By letting b’ = k and 
Corollary 3 yields the desired result. Cl 
As an immediate consequence of the last result, we obtain Theorem 2 by taking 
B=A. 
By letting B =A and a similar argument used in the proof of Corollary 2, one 
deduces from Corollary 4 the following 
Corollary 5 [4]. Let G = (V, A) be a digraph with source r. Then A can be 
covered by k r-arborescences of G iff 
e,sk(lVI-1-t) 
for any laminar family F of subsets S1, . . . , S, of V\r with each arc entering at 
most one member of F, where e, is the number of arcs entering no Si. 
Corollary 6. (i) Let G = (V, A) be a digraph with source r and no isolated 
vertices. Then A can be covered by r-arborescences of G ifl for every arc (u, v) 
with u # r there is a path from r to u avoiding v. 
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(ii) The arcs of a digraph G = (V, A) can be covered by arborescences of G iff 
there are not two dkjoint nonempty subsets S, and S, of V such that d;(S,) = 0, 
either dA(&) = 0, or (S& = {v} and there is an arc (u, v) with u E S,. 
It is easy to deduce the corollary from Theorem 3. We leave it to the reader. 
Similarly, one can obtain packing analogues of some corollaries (see, for 
instance, [l]). 
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